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ABSTRACT

Both community ecology and conservation biology seek further understanding of

factors governing the advance of an invasive species. I model biological invasion

as a two-species, individual-based stochastic process on a two-dimensional land-

scape. The ecologically superior invader and a resident species compete for space

preemptively. The invasive species can occur through random, rare mutations of the

resident species, or as a repeated introduction into the environment. To understand

how individual-level processes may govern population patterns, I invoke the physical

theory for nucleation of spatial systems. Nucleation theory discriminates between

single-cluster and multi-cluster dynamics. A sufficiently low mutation or introduc-

tion rate, or a sufficiently small environment generates single-cluster dynamics, an

inherently stochastic process. An increased mutation or introduction rate, or larger

system size generates multi-cluster invasion, where spatial averaging produces nearly

deterministic global dynamics. For this process, an analytical approximation from

nucleation theory, called Avrami’s Law, describes the time-dependent behavior for

the densities with remarkable accuracy. Once invasive clusters grow large enough,

observations of the invasive advance occur only through a small “window” of space,

where we can approximate the advance as that of a linear propagating front. One

can then employ the concept of a “roughened” front to quantify effects of discrete-

ness and stochasticity on invasion, and thus study roughening of the front using the

framework of non-equilibrium interface growth. The analysis, which includes calcu-

lating the scaling (roughness and dynamic) exponents, corrections to the asymptotic

front velocity, and the probability distribution of both the surface roughness and

the front runner’s relative position, indicates that initially flat, linear invading fronts

exhibit Kardar-Parisi-Zhang (KPZ) roughening in one transverse dimension. I also

study the behavior of both species when effects of seasonality periodically reverse

the species’ reproductive asymmetry. The dynamics are driven by a competition

between two time scales; the (external) length of the season, independent of system

parameters, and the (internal) time of invasion for the currently superior species,
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which depends strongly on the individual clonal reproduction and mortality rates.

One then expects the seasonal dynamics to be vastly different for both single-cluster,

and multi-cluster invasion, due to their striking differences in invasion times.
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